*Per Board of Education Policy, students who are enrolled in these schools are projected to their feeder school. A feeder high school is a high school that is located in the same quadrant as a middle school. The students who attend these middle schools are assigned to the high school for 9th grade.

**Students who are enrolled in these middle schools are projected to their home school (Corcoran, Henninger and Nottingham) for 9th grade based on their current address - the address listed in School Tool at the time the high school transition letter is mailed.

*** Some of the students who attend these middle schools do not have a feeder or home high school assignment, because they reside in or attend a middle school located in the West (Fowler) quadrant. These students are required to participate in the High School Choice and Transfer process. select a traditional high school (Corcoran, Henninger or Nottingham), and encouraged to participate in the high school choice process.